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Nov. 20 - Make Friends In the
atrium from noon until 1 p.m.

Mind It will have dogs for
cuddling with students
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Nov. 21 - Celebrating Two-Spirit
in Indigenous Communities
In room P409 from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. there will be a pipe
ceremony and feast
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Nov. 19 - Dodgeball
In the south gym from 5 p.m. to
10 p.m. there will be a dodgeball
tournament
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Kristin Cuma
Zach Peters
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Nov. 22 - Wall hanging workshop
In F205 from noon until 1 p.m.
there will be an Inuit wall
hanging workshop
Nov. 26 - Celebrating Two-Spirit
in Indigenous Communities
In room F205 from noon until 1
p.m. there will be a presentation
on celebrating two-spirited
people
Nov. 27 - Christmas Village
In F205 from 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
the Aboriginal Student Support
& Community Services is
hosting a Christmas Village

Renewing Notre Dame Campus
CHUTHAN PONNAMPALAM, CONTRIBUTOR

A glimpse at the college’s future layout
Red River College (RRC) is
finalizing its plans to improve
the Notre Dame Campus in
terms of sustainability, campus
life, learning and relationships
within the community.
The campus master plan
proposes building student
housing, more classrooms, a
wellness centre and the Skills
Trade and Technology Centre
(STTC), which has received $60
million in funding from the
provincial government.
“The plan, in many ways, is a
bit of a living document. It lays
out a vision of how we see [the
campus] evolving in the future
and projects out roughly 20
years or so,” said David Rew,
RRC’s vice-president of student
services and planning.
“When it comes down to
actually designing pieces of
those plans, then that’s when
there will be more discussion
around what it should
look like.”
A major component of the

plan is the heart of the campus,
which is being thought of
as a gathering point for all
required student services. The
plan also includes a medicine
wheel, which will be used as a
reference point and to reflect
the college’s aboriginal values
in the campus layout.
“We’re conscious of creating an
environment that supports our
aboriginal population so that
has been a strong influence,”
said Rew about the plan, which
was presented to the college
community earlier this month.
The first phase of the STTC is
in early development stages
and a date for its completion
has yet to be set.
The campus master plan began
as an initiative within RRC’s
strategic plan for 2012-2015.
“It became part of the plan
because as we were consulting
across the college in developing
the current strategic plan, we
were hearing a lot from the
college community that this

campus needed to be renewed,”
said Rew. Jocelle Cuvos, the
president and CEO of RRC’s
Students’ Association said that
a lot of students have been
providing feedback about the
plan and seem enthusiastic
about it.
“Although current students may
not use this new and revitalized
campus, they have the power
to provide feedback and input
to allow for future students to
have a campus that meets their
needs,” said Cuvos.
The plan was created through
a partnership between Bostonbased design firm Sasaki
Associates Inc. and Dillon
Consulting Limited, a Canadianowned organization that won an
award for its work on Winnipeg’s
Rapid Transit bus system.
The plan should be finalized
by the end of this term and
is estimated to cost $450,000,
which will be covered by the
college.
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WHO WE ARE
The Projector is the official newspaper of
Red River College and is published by the
Red River College Students’ Association
(RRCSA) every second Monday. Opinions
expressed in The Projector do not necessarily
reflect those of the students’ association or
Red River College. All material is herein
copyrighted to The Projector,
its contributors, and the RRCSA.

WRITE FOR US
Anyone can write for The Projector, and
Red River College students are encouraged
to contribute. Simply pitch or submit an
article to the appropriate section editor
or join our contributors’ list. Though we
will consider all submissions, due to space
restrictions, The Projector cannot guarantee
that all articles received will be published.
If you wish to respond to something you’ve
read in this issue, letters to the editor can
be emailed to editor@rrcsa.com. To ensure
your chances of being published, letters
should strive to be around 150 to 200 words
in length. The Projector reserves the right to
edit all submissions for length, as well as
stylistic, grammatical, and legal guidelines.
The Projector also reserves the right to
reprint submissions at any time, in both
written and electronic formats. The Projector
will not publish content that it deems to be
racist, sexist, or otherwise prejudiced.
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Not all cups are created equal
C L A R A B U E L O W, C O N T R I B U T O R

Ecomug use at RRC drops, prompts campaign
The sustainability office at Red River Col-

resulted in more people using reusable

“My feeling is that people will keep using

clable nor compostable. These cups end

lege (RRC) is offering the chance to win

mugs. Their most recent ecomug aware-

disposable cups. They’re easier and they

up in garbage cans and the college has to

free coffee to people who use reusable

ness blitz was a top priority for Waste

can. I mean it’s really convenient,” said

pay to have them hauled away.

mugs, called ecomugs, and stop filling

Reduction Week, which took place in

Annalee Giesbrecht, a graphic design

“Because the cups are so light, I don’t

the campus trash cans with disposable

late October.

student at the college who used to work

think it’s a huge financial cost for the

coffee cups.

“I think at an institutional level, if

as a barista.

college but there’s an environmental

“I think everyone knows that using an

you stop communicating the message

Giesbrecht, 26, tries to bring her own

cost that is our bigger concern,” said

ecomug is a simple action people can

regularly through posters, social media

mug but will use disposable ones if she

MacArthur. Since disposable cups can’t be

take to reduce their environmental im-

or whatever the case may be, that inter-

forgets. She’s also frustrated that the col-

reused or recycled, reduction is key.

pact,” said Sara MacArthur, the manager

est starts to wane,” said MacArthur as

lege doesn’t recycle the disposable

David Hanasa, 26, is in his first year of

of sustainability at RRC.

she talked about the current Mug Shot

coffee cups.

electrical engineering at RRC and is in

The number of people using reusable

campaign. People using reusable mugs

“Starbucks and Tim Hortons cups can’t be

the habit of bringing his own coffee mug

mugs on campus fell from 30 per cent in

will have their photo taken and added to

recycled unbeknownst to many students

to school.

2009 to seven per cent today, according to

the mug shot lineup at the Notre Dame

and staff on campus who think they can,”

“More people need to bring reusable

the sustainability office’s blog, Red Goes

Campus. All entries will be entered to

said MacArthur.

mugs because it saves you money and it’s

Green.

win free coffee for the month.

Although paper cups may seem environ-

less trash in the garbage,” said Hanasa.

The statistic inspired the sustainability

Although awareness is key to good envi-

mentally friendly, they’re lined with a

office to launch an ecomug campaign

ronmental practices, changing people’s

plastic coating that prevents them from

similar to the one they did in 2009 that

habits is the main barrier.

leaking and makes them neither recy-

Free e-textbooks
YA N I S A N T O S , I N T E R N L AY O U T E D I T O R

Some students aren’t ready to move
from pages to screens
Students in college or
university not only have to
worry about tuition fees, they
have to worry about paying
for textbooks.
Online, people can get any
information with just one
click but are we ready to turn
our backs on physical books
and start using free
electronic textbooks?
There are many websites that
offer educational material
through videos, interactive
games, downloadable
exercises and audio files. It’s
rare for these sites to offer
free educational books, hence
the purpose of Flooved.
com, according to Hamish
Brocklebank, co-founder of
the website.
According to Brocklebank,
Flooved.com, which was
founded two-years ago, is an
online educational website
that provides students with
free access to high-quality
educational textbooks. The
website currently has 3,500
math and physics e-textbooks
and Brocklebank said the
company is aiming to launch
five to six more subjects,
such as computer science,
philosophy, biology and
chemistry. Flooved.com
allows students to create and
customize their own profile,
annotate and keep track of
their books and connect
with scholars and
Facebook friends.
Mike Lodewyks, an

instructor at the University
of Winnipeg, often uses
educational videos and
websites as tools for teaching.
He thinks books will soon be
phased out.
“Most students now are
catching on. They can do
well in the course without
buying textbooks because it’s
so easy to find them online.
The more of these websites
like Flooved that come out
and the more students find
them and get educated about
having these options, the
more it’s going to be used
in classrooms and the fewer
books are going to be used.”
With the fast-paced
development of
technologies, educational
materials are turning
from pages to screens with
websites like Flooved.com.
They’re also adding a social
twist to learning, but not all
students are ready to learn
from a screen.
Valerie Marion, a first year
business administration
student at Red River College
still prefers traditional books.
“Personally, I find that if it is
online it would be cheaper
and that aspect would be
nice. I can make use of that.
But I like to study with
the actual book in front of
me. Sometimes I get tired
of looking at a computer
screen. My whole [way]
through school I’ve always
had a book and I just find it
easier to use.”

PHOTO BY: YANI SANTOS

Winnipeg Art Gallery presents

The World’s BesT CommerCials 2013

PREMIERE •DEc 4–20

Winnipeg Art Gallery • Muriel Richardson Auditorium
Member / Student / Senior $12 • Adult $14

Tickets available in person at the WAG or online at wag.ca

Winnipeg Art Gallery 300 Memorial Boulevard • Winnipeg, MB • 204.786.6641 • wag.ca

Movember Wrap Up Kegger!
Our month-long “Mo” Competition ends with a Movember Kegger on Thursday,
November 28th from 3-7PM in The Cave Lounge at the Notre Dame Campus. There will
be some great prizes for different categories of moustaches and a huge trophy for the
best overall ‘stache at the end of the month! Come out and show off your ‘stache!

Class Reps Wanted
We strongly encourage each class to appoint a representative – or volunteer yourself! –
to attend monthly meetings to voice concerns, questions, or suggestions and get a free
lunch! Come to one of our offices to fill out a registration form. The next meetings will be:
Exchange District Campus – Mon. December 2nd at 12 noon in Room P107
Notre Dame Campus – Tues. December 3rd at 12 noon in the Green Lecture Theatre

New Year’s Trip to Banff/Lake Louise!
For our New Year’s Eve snowboarding and ski trip, we will be heading out to Lake Louise
and Banff, Alberta! Red River College and University of Winnipeg students (and friends!)
will be heading out off Winnipeg on Saturday, December 28th and returning on Sunday,
January 5th, 2014 with at least four days of power riding and a bunch of partying in
between! Check out our Facebook Page for more event details!

Spring Break Trip to Daytona Beach, Florida!
We are planning a trip down to Daytona Beach, Florida during reading week 2014! Your
trip includes:
 5 Nights Accomodations
 Roundtrip Deluxe Motor Coach Transportation
 Welcome Reception/Orientation at Hotel
 24 Hour On-Site Destination Staff
 Daily Beach and Pool Activities
 Free Shuttles to Orlando, Florida
 Universal Students and Walt Disney World
Spring Break in Daytona Beach, Florida is a tradition that dates back over 25 years! A
perfect destination; there is over 23 miles of sandy beaches, filled with Spring Break
activities, pool deck parties, and lots of hot Daytona Beach Clubs like Ocean Deck,
Razzles, and Aqua Daytona for your entertainment! Daytona's close proximity to
Orlando theme parks like Walt Disney World and Universal Studios can really add a little
variety to your Spring Break vacation.
We depart Friday, February 14th and spend five nights partying it up in Florida! The value
of this trip is amazing and the bus ride down is a great time all on its own! Check out our
Facebook Page for more event details!

Contact Us!
Notre Dame Campus
(204) 632-2375
Room CM20
Exchange District Campus
(204) 949-8475
Room P110
President
Jocelle Cuvos
sa_president@rrc.ca
(204) 632-2474
Vice President Academic
Kiera Mirza
sa_academic@rrc.ca
(204) 632-2477
Vice President Internal
Eddie Sapnu
sa_internal@rrc.ca
(204) 632-2480
Vice President External
Lauren MacLean
sa_external@rrc.ca
(204) 949-8466
Facebook: RRC SA
Twitter: @RRCSA
Website: www.rrcsa.ca
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Don’t spend a penny
CELLA LAO ROUSSEAU, CONTRIBUTOR

Buy Nothing Day teaches students not to spend, but harms businesses
On Nov. 29 some people won’t spend
a penny.
D-Anne Kuby, who works at the Red
River College Bookstore, believes
Buy Nothing Day helps shed light
on what people are spending their
money on.
“I think it’s an interesting way to
bring awareness to our spending
habits,” said Kuby.
“There are lots of days I don’t buy
anything. It’s very important that
people look at their spending.”
According to Kuby, students benefit
the most from the campaign.
“It’s more important to students
because they’re figuring [finances]
out,” said Kuby.
Hana Raine Darrach-Cottick, a
third-year biology student at the
University of Victoria, supports Buy

Nothing Day. Darrach-Cottick has
worked to promote environmental
awareness among students.
“Buy Nothing Day seems to really
be drawing attention to our current
need to consume. It encourages us
to take a step back from our need
to buy and makes us look at what’s
really necessary,” said DarrachCottick.
“It changes our brain from
constantly thinking about spending
and buying, and lets us enjoy the day
focusing on the things that are
really important.”
Over 60 countries are now involved
in the cause, but despite its mass
following, Buy Nothing Day has also
been criticized.
“If you deprive small and medium
businesses of business, even for a day,

it’s harmful. Spending money is good
for everyone who gets a paycheck,”
said David Rousseau, owner of Flame
and Comfort, a fireplace store on
Logan Avenue.
“It’s a foolish way of punishing the
wrong people for a belief that
is misdirected.”
Buy Nothing Day’s organizers also
welcome participants to join in
awareness activities like the Credit
Card Cut Up (standing in a shopping
mall while cutting up credit cards),
Zombie Walk (wandering around
as a ‘zombie’ consumer) and WhirlMart (silently driving shopping carts
around in a long, inexplicable conga
line without ever actually buying
anything).

What is Buy
Nothing Day?

• Buy Nothing Day challenges
consumers to stop spending
for 24 hours.
• The campaign was launched
by Vancouver artist Ted
Dave in 1992 and promoted
by Adbusters magazine.
• It aims to stop frivolous
spending and
commercial forces.
• Since its launch, Buy
Nothing Day has spread to
the United States, the United
Kingdom, Germany, Japan,
France, Israel, Norway,
Austria, and New Zealand.

Make friends with dogs
MEG CRANE, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Student group brings awareness to mental health issues
Puppy rooms have been popping up at
universities across Canada, and Red River College
(RRC) has joined in.
On Nov. 6 five dogs from St. John’s Ambulance
found lots of snuggles in the hallways of the
Notre Dame Campus.
Make Friends, the dog therapy session, was
organized by Mind It, a student run mental health
and wellness club.
Meghan Franklin, the director and a creative
communications student at RRC, said the event
was meant to show students how easy it is to take
care of their mental health.
“During a time of great stress for students with
final exams and the holidays fast approaching,
the dog therapy event is meant to help students
de-stress and take a minute out of their busy

schedules to interact with the dogs and other
students and have some fun,” said Franklin.
The physical contact with another living creature
helps reduce stress. It also alleviates feelings of
loneliness, which students living away from home
or too busy to spend time with friends will have.
“Animals can provide a lot of stress relief,”
said Laureen Janzen, RRC Counselling and
Accessibility Services coordinator.
Janzen noticed students cheering up when they
unexpectedly saw the dogs in the hallway.
One student told Janzen she heard about the event
ahead of time and planned to go as a way to relax
for a half hour before an exam she had to write.
RRC vice president external Lauren MacLean
said the RRC Student Association has discussed
bringing dogs into the school.

“All post-secondary institutions tend to be just
that—they’re institutions, right? And so to bring
in dogs, puppies, whatever, it’s very different. It
let’s you let go for a minute, let’s you just have
fun for a minute,” said MacLean.
“You almost feel like a kid again. Just relaxed. It’s
something so different than what you normally
have at schools,” said MacLean.
RRC community development student Rebecca
Trudeau enjoyed her time with the pups.
“I thought it was awesome,” said Trudeau.
“It was a unique and positive way to bring about
awareness of mental health.”
The dogs will return to RRC on Nov. 20, but this
time to the Exchange District Campus. Find them
in the atrium of the Princess Street building from
noon to 2 p.m.
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News Briefs

On the warm front
A N YA M C N A B B , C O N T R I B U T O R

RRCSA’s first clothing drive offers winter clothes for those in need
Dame Campus, the RRCSA Winter
Clothing Drive is now in effect.
The RRCSA partnered with the
sustainability office at Red River
College (RRC) to promote the
clothing drive to staff and students.
Sue Hayduk, sustainability
coordinator at the college, has
helped coordinate the clothing
drive with staff members and raise
awareness about the initiative.
Trudeau hopes to provide a large
amount of quality clothing for
those in need. “We aren’t going to
give someone ratty clothes because
we wouldn’t want to wear them.
It’s an even playing field. It’s about
equality,” Trudeau said.
“We want to raise awareness about
the fact that people need winter
clothing and to collect as much as
we can.”
Donations aren’t limited to strictly
winter wear; items other than
clothing, like used textbooks and

Red River College Students’
Association’s (RRCSA) food bank
coordinator Rebecca Trudeau
decided to take on a new venture
this winter: running a clothing
drive through the college.
“I just kind of shot the idea out
there and I was willing to take on
the extra grunt work,” said Trudeau.
The community development
student has seen an obvious need
for warm winter clothing for those
less fortunate in Winnipeg.
“Spending a lot of time downtown,
nobody has enough winter
clothing,” she said. “I lived in the
North End for two years and there
were children with just sweaters on
going to school.”
“It’s really cold out and the
Students’ Association is going to
provide as many resources as we
can to the students.”
Operating from an extra room in
the food bank trailer at the Notre

toiletries, will also be accepted.
Trudeau hopes to carry this winter
endeavor into spring.
As the clothing drive enters its first
year, Hayduk sees a bright future
for the drive, especially for
staff contributions.
“I really hope that we can make a
big effort next year to get hundreds
of items from staff for students and
have a ‘stay warm’ campaign.”
Clothing donations can be made
to the Students’ Association offices
at both RRC campuses and the
RRC sustainability office. Anyone
in need of clothing is welcome to
visit the food bank trailer at the
Notre Dame Campus on Nov. 22
and Dec. 6, or to stop by either of
the Students’ Association offices at
anytime.

Out on campus

Bittersweet blood drives

GRAEME COLEMAN,
COLUMNIST
According to the Canadian Blood
Services (CBS) website, it can
take 50 units of blood to save
someone from an auto accident.
One unit equals one donation.
And considering there’s a major
shortage of blood donors, blood
drives are important.
Our downtown campus was full
of good intentions earlier this
month as a group of Creative
Communication students ran their
own blood drive and

encouraged donations.
Even though I fully support and
appreciate such actions, I can’t
help but get frustrated because
men who have sex with men
(MSM) cannot donate blood in
Canada unless they’re willing to
remain abstinent for five years.
Up until this past summer, there
was a lifetime ban. But Health
Canada allowed Canadian Blood
Services (CBS) and its counterpart Héma-Québec to move to a
five-year deferral period.
It was only a (baby) step in the
right direction.
The original lifetime ban was
introduced in the 1980s after
a contaminated blood supply
infected thousands of Canadians
with HIV.
But standard of technology used
to screen and test blood is far
higher today. MSM may have a
higher HIV population, but faulty
blood is detectable.
And if other groups with high

HIV populations do not need a
deferral period, why do MSM?
Moving to a one-year deferral
period like Britain or Australia would be more reasonable.
That’s something someone can
commit to if they really want.
Five years without sex is
completely unrealistic. There
should at least be an exception
for healthy MSM in long-term,
monogamous relationships.
CBS is judging eligibility on
sexual orientation when they
should be focusing on
sexual behaviour.
Basing it on sexual orientation
doesn’t help the stereotype that
gay men have HIV either.
“You can save a life” and “it’s
in you to give” - unless you’re a
non-abstinent gay man.
But if you can donate, please do.
What do you think about the
deferral period? Tweet me at
@instagraeme_ to let me know!

MICHAEL OBENDOERFER,
CONTRIBUTOR

New jobs for grads

New types of jobs can present opportunities for post-secondary graduates.
A Workopolis study listed the ten fast
growing jobs that did not exist ten years
ago, including social media/online community manager, mobile applications
developer and search engine optimization specialist. Workopolis said that
while schools are having trouble keeping up with industry trends, younger
workers who are experienced with new
technology will have an advantage over
older workers returning to the workforce. The study also said graduates
should be prepared to accept part-time
or contract work, sometimes outside of
their chosen field, in order to develop
skills and build a resume.

MOOCs

Some top universities are changing
perceptions of post-secondary education by offering free online classes,
according to the Vancouver Sun. Massive online open classes, or MOOCs,
teach complex subjects, usually by
video. MOOCs are open to anyone in
the world and can be much bigger
than a standard class. About 130,000
students signed up for the first MOOC
that the University of British Columbia offered in May. Students who complete a MOOC course usually earn
a certificate of completion instead
of university credit. Possibilities for
making MOOCs profitable for universities include offering credit courses
alongside MOOCs and selling lists of
top students to recruiters
and companies.

ALS breakthrough

University of Manitoba researchers
have made an important discovery
in determining how a mutated gene
causes amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, or ALS, creating hope for future
treatment. The Winnipeg Free Press
reports that the researchers’ work
found that the mutated TLS/FUS gene
causes cells to produce too much
protein, which creates a build-up. ALS,
also known as Lou Gehrig’s disease,
kills about 80 per cent of those who
contract it within two to five years
of diagnosis. The research team is
working to develop a drug to slow the
progress of the disease. There are 260
people affected ALS in Manitoba and
3,000 people across Canada.
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Beyond loose leaf
M O L LY K A R P, C O N T R I B U T O R

Artisan paper shop opens in the Exchange
Tiny Feast is not your average
stationery supply store: an
assortment of pastel-coloured
notebooks, writing utensils and
handcrafted cards line the tops of
wooden tables. The warm cream
walls hold shelves full of locally
and internationally sourced plates,
blankets, wrapping paper and
elegant journals. And when you
ask a question about an artifact
you’re going to get a more engaging
response than the one given by the
“easy button” at Staples.
Danika Bock and Drex Serduletz are
the husband-and-wife entrepreneurs
responsible for bringing nuanced
stationery supplies to the Exchange
District. The couple’s design
backgrounds and passion for
traveling made the Oct. 23 opening of
Tiny Feast a reality.

“Many of the companies we stock
are small, and are doing everything
in-house, from design to production,
packing and shipping. For example,
we work with husband-and-wife
teams letterpress printing cards
in the States, two sisters that are
binding books by hand in Berlin and
a studio that designs and produces
screen printed textiles in South
Africa,” said Bock.
Serduletz echoes his wife’s
sentiments about the level of care
that goes into each item
in Tiny Feast.
“A lot of the products that we
have been interested in since the
beginning stem from things we’ve
seen traveling,” said Serduletz.
“Things that are of a particularly
high quality, made to last, that you
feel good about using. We wanted to

bring in products that had a strong
visual appeal, really bold patterns
and a good design sense.”
Beyond the obvious aesthetic
differences between Tiny Feast and
major stationery suppliers, Bock and
Serduletz feel that larger suppliers
are an important part of what makes
their business work.
“We see ourselves as kind of a
supplement to stores like Staples
where you get—no pun intended—
your staples, said Bock. “Rather
than just having the necessities,
you might have a notebook that
you actually enjoy writing in or you
might have a card that makes you sit
down and take a minute to fill out.
It can provide a bit of mindfulness
throughout the hectic, mundane,
everyday.”
Even though Tiny Feast has only

been open for a few weeks, Bock and
Serduletz are already thinking of
ways to engage with other businesses
in the area.
“We have been talking with some of
the teachers in the graphic design
department at Red River, so we will
see if we can help them out with
supplies and have sort of a win-win
situation,” said Bock.
Until then, any student can benefit
from a little study motivation with a
beautiful, thoughtful item from Tiny
Feast.
PHOTO BY: KYLE THOMAS

Spreading the love
C H R I S T O P H E R M AY C H E R , C O N T R I B U T O R

Up-and-coming Manitoba musicians promote compilation album
On Nov. 26 local record label Real
Love Winnipeg is showcasing several
of its artists in a concert at the Park
Theatre. The group show will feature
performances by Palm Trees, Naysa, J.
Riley Hill, Bear Clones and Somebody
Language.
Every year, Real Love Winnipeg brings
up-and-coming Manitoban musicians
together at a cabin at Winnipeg Beach.
For four days in June, bands stay and
record an album in a studio at
the cabin.
Throughout the rest of the year these
bands play shows together for Real
Love Winnipeg’s concert series. The
record and promotion company has
released three compilation albums.
The most recent is Beach Station
Blues II.
The upcoming concert is in a larger
venue than most of the artists are used
to playing.
“The Park Theatre is a beautiful and
recognizable venue, the sound and feel
is just right. Having a show at The Park
is a big deal for Real Love Winnipeg as
it brings another level of legitimacy to
our shows,” said Gilad Carroll of Real
Love Winnipeg.
J. Riley Hill, of J. Riley Hill and the
Magic Bears, has played the venue
before, but never as a solo artist. Hill
has been making music for 11 years
and is excited to play a selection of
his own songs from his extensive
catalogue.
“I don’t have any other shows planned
because I’m working on new music, so
this could be my last show in a while.

I’m excited,” said Hill.
show and discover their new favourite
With genres ranging from folk to
Naysa’s frontman and guitarist Dave
band.
psychedelic experimental blues, Real
Team Shan Ad FIVE:Projector 2013 9/4/13 10:05 AM Page 1
Todd, recently played with J. Riley Hill
Love hopes people will come to the
at the Rose n’ Bee
Pub for Real Love
Tuesdays. The band
is a newcomer to
the Park Theatre.
“This is probably
the biggest venue
Naysa has played
yet, we’ve only
been a band
for about eight
months, but we’ve
been working hard
and we’re confident
in our set,” said
Todd.
Shanna (Shan) Larsen was
The concert will
only 24 when she lost her
be Bear Clones’
life to breast cancer
debut performance.
Red River College
student Brian
Self Help
Gluck, plays drums
for Bear Clones
◆ choose a healthy lifestyle
and Palm Trees.
◆ know your body/breasts
“It is Bear Clones’
◆ learn how to check your breasts & check 'em regularly
first official show,
◆ obtain medical attention for unusual breast changes/any breast
we have been
cancer symptom
waiting to see
◆ talk to your doctor about routine clinical breast exams
them play live for
◆ obtain medical attention for any persistent breast changes and
so long now, we
ask “Could this be cancer?”
cannot wait!” said
Carroll.
Real Love
teamshan.ca
Winnipeg’s event
facebook.com/team.shan.ca
PRAIRIES • NWT
will showcase the
@TeamShan
unique sounds of
its talented artists.
Proud Grantee of
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Living on the Wilder side
TOBIASZ OSICKI, CONTRIBUTOR

Apparel with a life of its own
In the heart of the West Broadway
area, Thom Bargen Coffee & Tea
is home to Wilder Dry Goods, a
local manufacturing and design
workspace that sells bags and
accessories. It is located in a separate area at the back and passing
through the shop the
scent of fresh-brewed
coffee mingles with
the smell of leather.
Brendon Friesen, a
Red River College
graduate of the
marketing program,
owns and operates
Wilder Dry Goods
with his friend
Nathan Bezoplenko.
Wilder Dry Goods’
name originated
from a sign Friesen
found in an old warehouse that read “Wilder’s Body
Powder.” He added “Dry Goods”
later to give it a vintage hardware-store feeling.
Friesen first started making bags
and other wares in his basement.
He then moved from his basement to the Exchange Community Church and finally to his new
workshop that opened with Thom
Bargen Dec. 1, 2012.
“The more I thought about
having a larger shop—having
constant walk-through traffic
and having the accountability of
people seeing the process—the
more I liked it.”
Friesen was wary of making any
predictions about the future, but
has plans for a Wilder Dry Goods

…

website. Friesen is developing their
products on a constant basis and
is shying away from social media
because it’s not face-to-face.
“We don’t try and re-invent the
wheel or do anything crazy, curvy,
flashy—it’s all just really simple
rugged goods. Clean
lines that blend in
with your style.”
Developing that style
takes time and different runs of the same
product. Relying on
his home economics
experience, Friesen
creates his own patterns, cuts the materials, sews the product,
puts on any buckles or
hardware and finishes
the product off with
a Wilder logo sewn
neatly in its rightful place.
Friesen’s bags have traveled
the world.
“I used a Flight of the Crows bag
on a two-week trip to Morocco
and then a three month trip to
Turkey,” said Jadyn Klassen. “The
bag held up well and the colour
worked in beautifully.”

“WE DON’T TRY
AND RE-INVENT
THE WHEEL ...
ITS ALL JUST
REALLY SIMPLE
RUGGED GOODS,”
...

WRITE FOR US!
The Projector is looking for
talented
writers, photographers, and
illustrators like yourself.
Contact: editor
@theprojector.ca

PHOTO BY: TOBIASZ OSICKI
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BRONWYN FENN, CONTRIBUTOR

Local trio releasing sophomore album
Jess Rae Ayre, Amber Rose
Quesnel, and Michelle
Anderson are the voices of
soulful Winnipeg band Sweet
Alibi. All three take part
in song writing, vocals and
playing instruments—except
for the banjo, which, for now,
only Anderson plays.
“Everyone wants to know
who plays the banjo,” said
Ayre.
The women formed Sweet
Alibi in 2009, released their
debut, self-titled, album in
2011 and have been writing
songs and touring across
Canada since. After months

of hard work, they’re ready
to release their next album
“We’ve Got To”.
“What do you do once
you’ve written these songs
together and you’ve made
this first album and you are
touring like mad? You can’t
leave those songs behind.
You have to share them,” said
Ayre.
Sweet Alibi wanted their
sophomore album to be
more sophisticated to show
how they have grown.
“We really wanted to focus
on writing good and writing
together and making the

songs more cohesive,” said
Quesnel.
To do this the women knew
they needed to find the
right producer. That’s when
Rusty Matyas, frontman of
Imaginary Cities, entered the
picture. Matyas helped Sweet
Alibi find the sophisticated
sound they were looking for.
“They have great voices
and came with complete
songs with great lyrics,” said
Matyas. “It was a lot of fun
to build the songs and to
build all the instrumentation
around some that was
already so solid.”

Sweet Alibi writes all their
own songs, using parts of
their lives as inspiration.
“Each song has its own
story,” said Quesnel. “’I’ll
Wait’ is about my mom.
She’s going through a health
battle. It doesn’t make me
happy, but it makes me feel
a lot.”
Sweet Alibi’s single “Get
It Right” is about Ayre’s
sobriety, “Daddy” is about
Quesnel’s father, and “Bandit
Blues” was inspired by a
stranger on a beach. By
putting real life experiences
into their songs, Sweet

Alibi hopes to inspire their
listeners.
“We talk about it all the
time with our music. To
influence people in a positive
way, whether they want to
perform or if they do deal
with addiction they can be
inspired to get better. We
want our music to make
people feel something,” said
Ayre. Sweet Alibi’s release
concert for We’ve Got To is
on Nov. 20, at the West End
Cultural Centre. Tickets are
$18.25 and are available at
Ticketmaster and the West
End Cultural Centre.

10 tips for conducting
an effective job search:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Be patient, prepared, positive and persistent.
Be committed to your job search.
Network! Tell everyone you’re searching for a job.
Access the visible and hidden job markets.
Know what you have to offer an employer and be confident in
your skills and abilities.
6. Set realistic goals.
7. Prepare for rejection — it’s part of the process.
8. Be open to the people you meet.
9. Take the time to conduct follow-up calls.
10. Don’t be afraid to ask for help or to tap into College resources:
e.g. Employment Services, career fairs, JobCentral.rrc.ca.
To learn more about job search tips, contact
RRC Student Employment Services at 632-3966,
or e-mail jobcentre@rrc.ca to schedule an appointment!
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One last night with Haunter
CLEO LESLIE, CONTRIBUTOR

Haunter announces farewell show
After almost six years
together, local five-piece
band Haunter is calling it
quits. The group members
announced in a letter to
their fans that their farewell
show will be on Nov. 29 at the
Windsor Hotel.
Just like a long-term
relationship ending,
drummer Ryan Coates said
it was like breaking up with
four people at the same time.
“But it was the best kind of
breakup,” said Coates. ”It’s
like when you know they still
have some of your stuff but
you’re not going to ask for it
back.”

“And where you’re probably
really happy abou t who
they’re going to date next,”
added Red River College
Creative Communications
grad, lead-singer and
guitarist Matt Williams.
Haunter is the collective
effort of Williams and
Coates, along with Jory
Hasselmann on guitar, Cole
Woods on guitar, and MarieFrance Hollier on bass.
After the success of their
debut full-length album
Rivers & Rust released in
July, it may be hard for their
fans to understand why the
band is breaking up.

Sustainable
Solutions
for the
Global
Marketplace.
life.changing

“There were other forces at
work that would stop the
band from progressing,” said
Williams. “It was kind of a
bummer but it was all kind
of necessary.”
Williams said the decision
was mutual, but that didn’t
make it any easier.
“Once we started the band
and got the sound we
wanted, I never thought it
would end,” said Williams.
Haunter said in their
announcement that the
farewell show will be a wake,
not a funeral.
“It’s a celebration of all the
good times we had,” said

Williams. “And of all of our
own friendships over six
years.”
Although this is the end
of Haunter, it isn’t the
end of hearing from these
musicians.
“Nothing new has really
generated yet,” said Coates.
“We are closing this
chapter before anyone tries
something new.”
Hollier and Woods are
involved in existing projects.
They both play in Slow
Dancers and Woods is one
half of Cannon Bros.
“I can say I’ve played a
show in a different city in a

Our BBA in Sustainability and
International Business enables you
to complete your third and fourth
year full time on-campus. You’ll build
an international network while learning
with like-minded students from around
the globe, with real-world guidance
from expert instructors.
We’re ready when you are: 1.877.778.6227.

royalroads.ca/bba
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Created By

RRU Brand Creative / AT

different province and made
an album that people really
liked,” said Coates. “I don’t
want to take that for granted.
It was really a lot of fun.”
Like any breakup, Haunter
is providing both parties,
themselves and the fans, with
closure by playing one last
time.
“We don’t want it to be sad,
playing music isn’t sad,” said
Williams.
Haunter will play their
last show on Nov. 29 at the
Windsor Hotel. Doors will
open at 9 p.m. and music will
start around 10 p.m.

THEPROJECTOR.CA

Comedy boom
The Winnipeg comedy scene is growing
one night out of the month completely standup based
and the other a little bit of everything.”
Another veteran comic, Matt Nightingale, recently
started a new comedy open mic that will run every
Monday night at 8 p.m. at Ozzy’s in Osborne Village.
“If anybody is thinking of doing standup the best
thing you can do is just to do it,” said Nightingale.
“I think every single comic’s biggest regret is not
starting sooner.”
Nightingale has been performing for five years and
believes that both comics and audiences require
consistency.
“It’s always nice to wake up and know you got a place
to go sign up or just watch, and it’ll be fun,” said
Nightingale. “I want to see this become a staple.”
The Ozzy’s open mic allows for first timers or comics
at any level to sign up and do five minutes, with a
paid headliner closing out the night.
Comedian J.D. Renaud, who headlined Ozzy’s on
Nov. 4, believes open mics have a lot to offer anyone
willing to be a little more adventurous with their
evenings.
“You’re going to see ups and downs, but sometimes
the ups you see at open mics are spontaneous,
organic, real in-the-moment eureka moments,” said
Renaud. “For a free show it could be something really
unexpected.”
For information on standup shows in Winnipeg visit
Winnipeg Comedy Scene on Facebook.

The Show with Shyiak
On art

SARA SHYIAK,
COLUMNIST
When I think about people
who enjoy art, I think of
the connoisseurs chasing
Michelangelo originals in fancy
hats while sipping wine. I think
of art history majors pouring
over the great works of Botticelli.
I think of curators dissecting
exhibits in swanky galleries.
I don’t really think of college
students.
But I think everybody needs a
little art in their lives. Art is good
for the soul.
Okay that’s a grade-A cheesy line,

but it’s true. Whether you’re an
engineer, a writer, an artist, a
doctor or a football player, you
can reap the benefits of art.
Recently Mind It!, a student-led
mental health and wellness
club, came to both Red River
College campuses to give
students a chance to paint
during their lunch hour. There
were fat brushes, stencils and
canvases for students to play
around with. The goal wasn’t
to make the best painting, but
simply to relax and create. The
initiative was a huge success
and every student I talked to
afterwards said they enjoyed it.
It was such a relief to let go and
to create—especially to create
something that wouldn’t need
to be handed in or graded.
I firmly believe that to be able
to work hard, you need to play
hard too. You need to rejuvenate
and take care of yourself, and
art is a great way of doing
that. Take the time to spend an
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J O R D A N W E LW O O D , C O N T R I B U T O R

For anyone who has trouble naming his or her
favourite local comedian—or any local comedian
for that matter—the standup comedy scene in
Winnipeg is working hard to change that.
Two new shows have recently been added to the
city’s growing list of reoccurring no-cover comedy
nights.
Dan Verville, a Red River College grad and regular
host at Rumor’s Restaurant and Comedy Club,
is rebooting a comedy showcase at the King’s
Head Pub & Eatery. It runs two Tuesdays a month
starting at 9 p.m.
“The general public loves standup comedy,
but they don’t know about everything that’s
going on,” said Verville. “I plan on putting on a
show that comics love to perform in and where
audiences know they’re going to see some of the
best established and up-and-coming comics that
Winnipeg has to offer.”
His vision for the show isn’t just standup in its
strictest form.
“There are so many awesome ideas for different
kinds of shows that incorporate other comedic
elements,” said Verville, who integrated Outside
Joke, a local musical improv group, into a standup
show on Oct. 29. In between the comedians’ sets,
Outside Joke improvised scenes based off the
material the audience had just watched.
“It was super cool,” said Verville. “I’d like to keep
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afternoon at the Winnipeg Art
Gallery, the Graffiti Gallery or
The Edge Village and Gallery.
You could also buy a bunch
of cheap paints and play with
mixing colours. Go to a pottery
class and try to make a bowl.
Go to Brush Fire Studio and
paint a mug.
And do it for fun. Don’t do it to
make the best piece. In school
we already work hard enough
writing papers and doing
projects. Don’t do art to show
off.
You don’t need to wear a beret
or have a degree to enjoy
and understand art. You may
not know that a painting is a
contemporary commentary on
the pain of adolescence. You
might not have mastered the
perfect brush stroke to create
fluffy clouds just yet. But the
beauty of art is that it’s open to
interpretation and exploration.
Art is for everyone.

ASHLEY FIELD,
I N T E R N A R T S & C U LT U R E
EDITOR

A Vinyl Cafe Christmas

Stuart McLean will be at the Centennial
Concert Hall on Nov. 25 for the 2013
Vinyl Cafe Christmas Tour. McLean is
an author and award-winning journalist
who has sold over one million books in
Canada. He is well-known for hosting
the Vinyl Cafe series on CBC Radio,
which include his popular Dave &
Morley stories. This Christmas concert
will feature new Dave & Morley stories,
as well as live music from the Juno
Award winning trio The Good Lovelies.
Last year, McLean’s Vinyl Cafe Stories
won best audio podcast in Apple’s “Best
of the Year” awards.

Books for sale

The Winnipeg International Writers
Festival is holding a used book sale
Nov. 22-24 at centre court at The Forks
Market. A wide variety of books will
be available for purchase ranging
from fiction, non-fiction, young
adult, children’s and books in various
languages. All of the books for sale
have been donated by individuals
or organizations and all proceeds go
toward funding the annual THIN AIR
Winnipeg International Writers Festival.
Prices are affordable with hardcovers at
$5 and softcovers at $2. To donate books
email info@thinairwinnipeg.ca.

Aboriginal Film Fest

From Nov. 20 to 24 the annual Winnipeg
Aboriginal Film Festival will be
showcasing films, documentaries,
discussions and hands-on workshops
at the Globe Cinema in Portage Place
Mall. The festival celebrates aboriginal
storytelling and presents the best
new indigenous films and videos
from around the world. Nov. 21 is the
Manitoba Filmmaker Night, which
will feature a series of short films from
local and up-and-coming filmmakers.
Afterward, Paul Rabliauskas—comedian
and radio host on Streetz 104.7 FM—will
be hosting an Open Mic Night. For
more information on movies and show
times, visit their website at www.waff.ca.
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Small team, high hopes
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KRISTIN CUMA, INTERN SPORTS & LIFESTYLE EDITOR

Rebels women’s basketball season gets underway
The Red River College Rebels
women’s basketball season is heating
up, and the two-time Manitoba
Colleges Athletic Conference
(MCAC) champions hope to defend
their title. But this year, the team and
the league are different.
“We like to get out in transition and
play a faster style game up and down
the court,” said head coach
Jae Pangilinan.
This style of play requires endurance
that can be tough for a seven-player
team like the Rebels. Five players
from last year’s championship team
graduated at the end of last season
and only four returned. The other
three are rookies.
Some players aren’t concerned with
the small numbers.
“We don’t care what happens,” said
team veteran Megan Neufeld. “We’ll
win MCAC with four players if we
have to, but we have to win.”
Neufeld played wing last season, but
with no post players on the roster
this year, the coaches swapped her
positions.
“It was like, ‘You’re the tallest person
on the team now, so welcome to post.
And also, welcome to starting.’”
Team captain Brittany Adrian isn’t
worried about the number of players
on her team either.
“Winning would be even more
rewarding with a small team. We
want to be that team that pushes

ourselves to win,” said Adrian.
It isn’t just short-benched games that
the Rebels are up against.
“It’s difficult to run a practice,” said
returning player Selamawit Andu.
“We can’t scrimmage, but we’re lucky
that we have a lot of help.”
Sometimes there are more assistant
coaches, managers and friends on
the bench than players, according to
Pangilinan.
This season, there are only three
women’s basketball teams in the
MCAC. The Rebel’s biggest rival,
the University of Winnipeg College
Wesmen, played in last year’s MCAC
championship final, but did not enter
a team this year.
“U of W flaked out,” said Pangilinan.
“I think it’s because they lost two
years in a row.”
The three remaining teams are from
RRC, Providence University College
and Canadian Mennonite University
(CMU).
“With CMU, it’s all game face and
they’re here to prove something,”
said Neufeld.
Pangilinan noted both CMU and
Providence’s teams are rivals for the
Rebels.
“You get to know each other so
well. As you see these teams more
and more, you get to know their
tendencies and you adjust for the
next game. It makes for always close,
interesting games.”

The Rebels are hoping for a “threepeat” championship win this season,
though Pangilinan is realistic

in his expectations.
“We have a long way to go.”
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Sexercise?
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Drop and give me 20... minutes
A new study suggests that not
only does sex help build healthy
relationships and improve quality
of life, but it can also be used as
exercise.
Université du Québec released a
study saying that, on average, men
can burn about 101 calories and
women about 69 during a 30-minute
romp. Having sex burns more
calories than walking, but not as
much as jogging.
Reanna Rothwell, a graphic design
student at Red River College, has
openly used sex as a form of exercise
in the past.
“In high school I had to write

down hours of exercise because
we didn’t have a gym class. One of
our teachers allowed us to put [sex]
down, so a lot of us did.”
Rothwell still doesn’t believe sex can
replace a legitimate workout plan.
“You could lose a couple of calories
here and there every so often. Not
like 10 pounds like you can [by]
taking care of yourself and working
out.”
Winnipeg sexologist Dr. Reece
Malone stresses that instead of
considering sex as a workout, it
should be looked at as a part of a
healthy lifestyle and to enhance
connections with a partner.

“To think of sex as a replacement for
a daily workout is doing a disservice
to our overall health. It’s important
to consider that different bodies
respond differently depending on
illness, injury and aging.”
Gage Wilkinson, a technical
communication student at Red
River College, said that if sex helps,
then there’s no harm in using it as
exercise, but that workout plans are
better for achieving specific goals.
“I think you get much better results
by doing a dedicated workout
for whatever it is you’re trying to
achieve,” Wilkinson said.
New workout programs dedicated

to doing the deed are popping
up on the market. SeXercise uses
aerobic workouts to help users better
perform different sexual positions.
Instead of focusing on cultural
standards of sex or sexual
workout programs, Dr. Malone
suggested partners focus on good
communication and having fun.
“Media often sensationalizes sex
and exercise. We often read ‘How
to satisfy your partner in 10 steps’.
Realistically, we need to focus more
on what feels good, open dialogue,
issues of consent and incorporate a
bit of risk and fun.”
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Fitness meets faith
ADRIANA MINGO, CONTRIBUTOR

Workout DVD targets Muslim women

PHOTO BY AMINAH HIJAZI

Nadoona Extreme is the first workout
of its kind—a DVD series created for
Muslim women by Muslim women.
“Long sleeves and flowing tops
shouldn’t mean flabby arms and love
handles. And a strenuous workout
doesn’t require machines and a crowded
gym full of spectators,” reads the
Nadoona website.
The two-disc workout is designed to
work each muscle group.
“I know a lot of Muslim women who
go to the U of M and work out there,”
said Aminah Hijazi, a University of
Manitoba student.
“It’s hard because you don’t want people
staring at you because you get stared
at for wearing the hijab in general, and
then you also get stared at for working
out. A lot of women struggle with that,
so they have to go work out at awkward
times when no one is there.”
“It’s a good idea,” said Altima Ayub, a
Red River College student.

“It’s a way the women can work out
in privacy and feel comfortable. The
college provides a gym and everything,
but I never go there. Over here, in
Canada, I feel uncomfortable because
in the gyms here the men and women
work out in the same facility. In
Pakistan I used to go to gym classes
because no men were allowed in there.”
Each workout in the video starts with a
traditional Muslim prayer.
The instructor, Zainab Ismail, converted
to Islam four years ago. In the DVDs,
she is fully clothed and wearing a hijab.
“For very strict Muslims, they don’t
want that to be their role model,” said
Hijazi, referring to the women featured
in other workout videos. “It’s nice to
have someone who is Muslim while
working out.”
Nadoona Extreme was a product of
a LaunchGood.com crowdfunding
campaign. The DVD series is set to be
released at the end of November.

1 in 4 deaths on Manitoba roads involves a distracted driver.

yourlastwords.ca
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Yes, you need to
lose weight
KRISTYN HOWELL, CONTRIBUTOR

Is being honest the new way to get in shape?
Handing out candy to
children dressed in costumes
on Halloween night sparked
controversy in FargoMoorhead, North Dakota.
A woman identified as
Cheryl said she was going to
hand out letters to children
she felt were moderately
obese, instead of candy. The
letter explained to parents
that their child should not be
allowed to eat the free candy
to the same extent as their
thinner peers.
A few weeks earlier,
California mom Maria Kang
was accused of bullying and
fat-shaming mothers. She
posted a picture of herself on
Facebook, kneeling in front
of her three children ages
eight months, two years and
three years wearing a sports
bra and spandex shorts with
the caption, “What’s your
excuse?”
The uproar to both the letter
and the picture poses a larger
question: When it comes to
weight loss and fitness, is

honesty the key?
Kendra Sys, a first-year
business information
technology student at Red
River College, is honest with
herself when it comes to
working out.
“I, myself, come up with a lot
of excuses not to work out
as much as I should. I put
my school work first, which
is not an excuse, but I watch
what I eat.”
Typing the words ‘“honesty
and weight loss’” into
Google, there are over three
million results. The first page
full of web sites and blogs
that advocate honesty as the
tried and true method to
losing weight—being honest
with yourself about the
practicality of your exercise
habits, eating habits and goal
weight.
Kiera Dyck, an education
student at The University
of Winnipeg is majoring in
physical education. She feels
honesty is an important part
of losing weight

and staying fit.
“People think losing weight
or getting into shape takes
too much time and that’s
where being honest comes
in,” said Dyck.
“You have to be honest with
yourself about how much
time you have to commit to
it, but you also have to be in
the right mind set to want to
do it.”
Being a full-time student
poses many challenges
and constraints on healthy
habits and exercise routines
for both Sys and Dyck.
Finding the time to prepare
healthy meals and exercise
regularly takes a back seat
to assignments, papers and
exams.
“I think it’s about overall
balance,” said Sys.
“Nobody has to go overboard
and exercise for three hours.
Be active and watch what
you eat. I guess it’s just
moderation and finding time
to put the school work down,
and say ‘I can work out for
ten or twenty minutes.’”

PHOTO BY KRISTYN HOWELL

Don’t get left in the dark
DEREK GAGNON, CONTRIBUTOR

Seasonal depression: a legitimate concern for students
University of Winnipeg graduate
Greg Walker was feeling down and
couldn’t tell why last winter. Being
constantly exhausted and glum
made him irritable. To avoid saying
hurtful things to his friends, he
began avoiding them by spending
increasing amounts of time alone in
his basement bedroom.
“It was a bad spot and I probably only
made it worse for myself by shutting
myself away from the world,” said
Walker.
Walker didn’t know it at the time,
but he was feeling the effects of the
winter blues, or Seasonal Affective
Disorder (SAD).

According to the Canadian Mental
Health Association, these winter
blues affect as many as 15 per cent of
Canadians in January every year.
Less sunlight in the winter months
often means the body produces less
serotonin, a chemical responsible for
feelings of well-being. Darkness can
also lead to increased production of
melatonin, a hormone that affects
fatigue and sleepiness.
Walker now knows that by shutting
himself away in his dark basement,
he was only worsening his condition.
“Seeing as I majored in psychology,
I probably should have heard the
alarm bells. They might have

covered that in one of the classes I
skipped when I wouldn’t get out of
the basement.”
Walker said his only exposure to
sunlight came from walking by
windows at school. It was dark during
his commute to and from home.
There are a number of treatment
options available to help cure the
winter blues, such as artificial
light-boxes, which are available at
the Mood Disorders Association of
Manitoba. The MDAM recommends
sitting about 18 inches away from a
light-box for 20 to 30 minutes per day
to let your body absorb a daily dose
of mood-boosting light.

If sitting in front of a light-box for
half an hour isn’t a viable solution
for you, Vitamin D supplements
can counteract a deficiency caused
by lack of sun exposure. Frequent
exercise and social interaction are
also important for one’s well-being.
University of Manitoba business
student Lauren Casey has found
exercise to be key in managing her
mood. She remains active during the
dark winter evenings by exercising
and playing floor hockey in a
recreational league.
“Whether it’s walking my dog, or
going for a jog, it really lifts my
spirits.”
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7 tips for staying
warm this winter
As the days get shorter, the weather
gets colder. According to the
Government of Canada, this year’s
winter will be colder than usual.
Some newcomers to Manitoba are
ready to take on a cold winter.
“I’m excited for the winter and to
see the snow,” said Shurti Patel,
an exchange student at Red River
College. “It has taken me a while
to prepare, but I think I’m looking
forward to it.”
Everyone has their own way of
staying warm. Some methods
have been used by generations
of Manitobans. Lifestyle habits,
clothing choices and even diet
can help you stay warm during
Winnipeg’s harsh winters.
Here are 7 tips for withstanding
winter.
1. Wear long underwear. It can
make a big difference when you’re
outside for a long time.
2. Keep extremities warm. When
toes and fingers are cold, it can be
felt throughout your body. Wear
wool socks and keep gloves around
just in case.
3. Cover your face from wind.
Covering your face with a scarf
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Let it Roar
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or a neck warmer can prevent
frost bite. If the wind is blowing,
try to avoid staying outside for
extended periods of time.
4. Dress in layers. Have a bottom
layer to absorb sweat and a
lighter layer on top to take off if
the sun comes out.
If you sweat after the sun goes
down, it can freeze and chill your
entire body. Get your physical
activity done when the sun is

out and get inside to dry your
clothes at night.
6. The human body stays warm
by burning calories. A high-carb
diet can ensure your body has
enough fuel to keep you warm.
Hot porridge, soups, breads and
eggs will provide the body with
enough energy to stay warm.
7. Try to stay positive about the
weather. Go outside, roll in the
snow and enjoy the winter.

Letters from a yoga lover
Defying gravity

JANESSA WIRTH,
COLUMNIST
Being the yoga fanatic that I am,
I always look for new studios
and new classes to try. There’s
never one specific place that I
go because there are so many
different teachers and styles in
Winnipeg.
I recently had an opportunity
to try floating yoga and it was
an amazing and super fun
experience. I can’t wait to go back.

The class involves using silks
that are suspended from the
roof. The entire bar in the class
can hold up to 2,800 pounds.
It is not your average yoga
class because the poses aren’t
as frequent and the class it is
not as intense as many others.
Floating yoga is meant to relax
your body and calm your mind.
You are required to focus on
your breath, your mind and
your body all while floating in
a hammock about three feet
above the ground.
I was a little nervous about this
at first because it’s a style I’m
not familiar with, but it didn’t
take long for me to adapt to
the class and completely let my
mind relax.
This class isn’t so much for
cardio or weight loss, but more
for therapy and relaxation. For

people who have joint or back
problems it works wonders.
Trust me, I went to one class
and my back already feels so
much better. Can you imagine
what it would feel like to go on
a regular basis?
The best part about the class is
it is very small so you know if
you’re doing the moves right
because the teacher is right
there to help if you need.
Yoga Public offers a wide
variety of yoga styles. It is a
very spacious but welcoming
studio and I definitely
recommend you try it if
you haven’t yet. If you take
Bonnie’s class, she will
encourage you throughout the
entire class and you will feel
restored from the moment you
leave.

The Tim Hortons Roar of the Rings
will see 16 teams compete for just two
spots to represent Canada at the 2014
Winter Olympics. The games take
place at the MTS Centre from Dec. 1
to 8 and will have eight men’s teams
and eight women’s teams compete for
those coveted spots. In the field are four
hometown teams. The Jennifer Jones
and Chelsea Carey rinks will be the
local teams in the women’s draw and
the Jeff Stoughton and Mike McEwen
rinks will represent Winnipeg on the
men’s side.

Rebels on a roll

The Red River College Rebels men’s
and women’s basketball teams were
both off to a hot start this season.
The men’s team beat the Providence
College Pilots and the University of
Winnipeg College Wesmen in their first
two games of the season. The women’s
team sits atop the Manitoba Colleges
Athletic Conference (MCAC) table
with two wins. In Rebels volleyball,
the men’s team also tops the MCAC
table with a 4-1 record before their Nov.
15 game. The women’s team sat at 2-2
before their Nov. 15 game. The men’s
and women’s volleyball teams and the
men’s basketball team all have four
more games before their holiday break.
The women’s basketball team will play
one more match before the holidays.

In’duck’ted

The rubber duck has made its entrance
into the U.S. National Toy Hall of Fame.
The duck was joined by the game
of chess as this year’s two inductees.
They join 51 other toys that have been
inducted since the hall opened in 1998.
The rubber duck was recognized at its
induction as being a fantastic bath toy
and a token piece of pop culture. The
induction of the two toys took place
on Nov. 7 at The Strong, a historical
cultural and children’s museum in New
York.
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